Subunit disassembly and unfolding kinetics of hemoglobin studied by time-resolved electrospray mass spectrometry.
We report the use of electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry (MS) in conjunction with online rapid mixing to monitor the kinetics of acid-induced ferrihemoglobin denaturation. Under equilibrium conditions, the hemoglobin mass spectrum is dominated by the intact heterotetramer. Dimeric and monomeric species are also observed at lower intensities. In addition, ionic signals corresponding to hexameric (tetramer-dimer) and octameric (tetramer x 2) hemoglobin species are observed. These complexes may represent weak solution-phase assemblies. The acid-induced denaturation process was monitored for reaction time ranging from 9 ms to approximately 3 s. The data obtained were subjected to a global analysis procedure which simultaneously fit all kinetic (ESI-MS intensity vs time) profiles to multiexponential expressions. Results of the global analysis are consistent with the coexistence of two subpopulations of tetrameric hemoglobin which differ in their disassembly rates and ESI charge states. The higher-charge state tetramer ions preferentially dissociate via a rapid pathway (tau(1) = 51 ms), resulting in the transient formation of a heme-saturated dimer, holo-alpha-globin, and a heme-deficient dimer. The latter is shown by MS/MS to be comprised of a heme-bound alpha-subunit complexed with an apo-beta-chain. The slow-decaying tetramer population, apparent at a slightly lower average charge state, breaks down into its monomeric constituents with no observable intermediate species (tau(2) = 390 ms). Surprisingly, unfolded apo-alpha-globin is formed more rapidly than unfolded apo-beta-globin. The appearance of the latter occurs with a relaxation time tau(3) of 1.2 s. It is postulated that accumulation of unfolded apo-beta-globin is delayed by transient population of an undetected unfolding intermediate.